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Abstract. The present article is concerned with the numerical solution of a free
boundary problem for an elliptic state equation with non-constant coefficients. We
maximize the Dirichlet energy functional over all domains of fixed volume. The
domain under consideration is represented by a level set function which is driven
by the objective’s shape gradient. The state is computed by the finite element
method where the underlying triangulation is constructed by means of a marching
cubes algorithm. We show that the combination of these tools lead to an efficient
solver for general shape optimization problems.
Introduction
The development of efficient algorithms for the numerical solution of elliptic shape
optimization problems is still a challenging task. In many problems, the state equa-
tion involves a differential operator with constant coefficients. In this situation,
boundary integral equations are quite attractive for computing the state since only
the discretization of the boundary of the domain is required. Especially, large de-
formations of the domains are realizable without remeshing. Hence, very efficient
algorithms can be realized, especially if fast boundary element methods are applied,
see [3, 11, 16, 27, 34, 38] for instance. Moreover, exterior boundary value problems
are easily treatable, as for the computation of free surfaces of liquid bubbles, or
drops levitating in an electromagnetic field, cf. [10, 27, 32].
The above mentioned techniques are not applicable to state equations which involve
differential operators with non-constant coefficients. Then, volume discretization
methods like finite difference methods or finite element methods have to be used.
We propose here to employ the finite element method, where the underlying trian-
gulation is constructed by a marching cubes algorithm. This ensures shape regular
triangles except for the ones which intersect the domain’s boundary. Thus, we apply
local updating steps to improve the mesh in the neighbourhood of the boundary.
The sought optimal domain is represented by means of a level set function. More
precisely, we use the so-called signed distance function. The advantage of level set
functions is that they allow for topological changes of the domain. The level set
function is discretized by a second order finite difference scheme. The main drawback
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of level-set techniques consists in the area/volume conservation. Several techniques
have been introduced to improve the area/volume loss [30, 31, 8]. However, since
our algorithm approximates a steady state solution in which the dynamics is rapidly
damped, we show that the area/volume loss does not play a major role in our case.
Numerical results are presented for different topological situations such as non-
connected domains and domains of genus one. These results demonstrate that we
succeeded in developing efficient and robust techniques for the solution of the current
class of shape optimization problems.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 1 is dedicated to the shape
optimization problem under consideration. We introduce our model problem of max-
imizing the Dirichlet energy functional under a volume constraint. Especially, we
derive the Hadamard representation of the associated shape gradient and proof the
necessary optimality condition. Then, we introduce the level set method which we
will use to represent the sought domain. In Section 3, we present the numerical
scheme to compute the state function. We introduce the mesh generation algo-
rithms and briefly recall the computation of the shape gradient by the finite element
method. In Section 4, we present numerical results to demonstrate the capability of
our approach. In the last section, we state concluding remarks.
1. Shape Optimization
1.1. The model problem. We will denote the hold all by D ⊂ R2 and assign Υ to
be the set of all bounded shapes Ω ⊂ D which have a C2-smooth boundary Γ := ∂Ω.
We consider the Dirichlet energy functional
(1.1) J(Ω) =
∫
Ω
〈A∇u,∇u〉 dx =
∫
Ω
fu dx,
where the state function u solves the boundary value problem
(1.2)
− div(A∇u) = f in Ω,
u = 0 on Γ.
Here, we assume that the inhomogeneity f : D → R and the symmetric and uni-
formly positive definite matrix A : D→ R2×2 are sufficiently regular.
We aim at maximizing the Dirichlet energy (1.1) over the class Υ of admissible
shapes. In order to avoid degeneration, we shall impose an equality constraint on
the shape’s volume,
(1.3) V (Ω) :=
∫
Ω
1 dx = V0,
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compare [4] for instance. Consequently, we arrive at the following shape optimization
problem:
−J(Ω)→ min
Ω∈Υ
subject to V (Ω) = V0.(1.4)
In this article, we do not treat the question of existence and regularity of solutions.
Instead, we will tacitly assume the existence of optimal shapes, being sufficiently
regular to be members of Υ. For the existence of solutions to free boundary problems,
we refer the reader to e.g. [2, 5, 13]. Results concerning the geometric form of the
solutions can be found in [1] and the references therein.
1.2. Shape calculus. We briefly recall well known facts about shape calculus, use-
ful for the discussion of the necessary condition and the numerical algorithms. For
a general overview on shape calculus, mainly based on the perturbation of identity
(Murat and Simon) or the speed method (Sokolowski and Zole´sio), we refer the
reader to [9, 26, 33, 35, 37], and the references therein.
For a smooth perturbation field U : Γ→ R2, we define the perturbed shape Ωε via
its boundary Γε = ∂Ωε in accordance with
Γε = {x + εU(x) : x ∈ Γ}
with  > 0 sufficiently small [26]. This enables the definition of the shape derivative
of the shape functional J at Ω in direction of the vector field U by
δJ(Ω)[U] = lim
ε→0
J(Ωε)− J(Ω)
ε
.
The shape functional J is shape differentiable at Ω, if the Eulerian derivative
δJ(Ω)[U] exists for all directions U and if the mapping U 7→ δJ(Ω)[U] is linear
and continuous. In particular, according to the Hadamard-Zole´sio structure theo-
rem [9, 37], it is known that the shape gradient ν can be expressed as a boundary
integral of the form
δJ(Ω)[U] =
∫
Γ
〈V,n〉 ν dσ.
Furthermore, we shall introduce the local shape derivative δu = δu[U] that describes
the sensitivity of the state with respect to shape variations. It is defined pointwise
by
δu(x) := lim
ε→0
uε(x)− u(x)
ε
, x ∈ Ω ∩ Ωε,
with the solution of the boundary value problem on the perturbed shape denoted
by uε.
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Theorem 1.1. Let n denote the outward unit normal vector to the boundary Γ and
consider a C2-smooth boundary perturbation field U : Γ→ R2. Then, the Hadamard
representation of the shape gradient to the functional (1.1) reads
(1.5) δJ(Ω)[U] =
∫
Γ
〈U,n〉〈A∇u,∇u〉 dσ.
Proof. Following [37], we obtain
δJ(Ω)[U] = 2
∫
Ω
〈A∇u,∇δu〉 dx +
∫
Γ
〈U,n〉〈A∇u,∇u〉 dσ.
Here, the local shape derivative δu = δu[U] satisfies
div(A∇δu) = 0 in Ω,
δu = −〈U,n〉∂u
∂n
on Γ.
By applying integration by parts, we infer that the domain integral disappears
−
∫
Ω
〈A∇u,∇δu〉 dx =
∫
Ω
div(A∇δu)u dx +
∫
Γ
〈A∇δu,n〉u dσ = 0,
where we inserted in the last step the state’s homogeneous Dirichlet boundary con-
dition. 
Notice that the shape gradient of the volume is given by
(1.6) δV (Ω)[U] =
∫
Γ
〈U,n〉 dσ.
1.3. Necessary optimality condition. The solution of the shape optimization
problem (1.4) is equivalent to the solution (Ω?, λ?) ∈ Υ × R of the saddle point
problem
(Ω?, λ?) = arg inf
Ω∈Υ
sup
λ∈R
L(Ω, λ),
where L(Ω, λ) denotes the Lagrangian
(1.7) L(Ω, λ) = −J(Ω) + λ(V (Ω)− V0).
We have the following result on the necessary optimality condition.
Theorem 1.2. The necessary condition of the minimization problem (1.4) under
consideration reads
〈A∇u,∇u〉 ≡ λ? on Γ?.
Proof. Standard optimization theory implies
δΩL(Ω
?, λ?)[U] =
∫
Γ?
〈U,n〉{− 〈A∇u,∇u〉+ λ?} dσ = 0
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for all U ∈ C2(R2). This expression immediately yields the desired necessary condi-
tion. 
To include the volume constraint into our numerical method, we will consider the
quadratic penalty method. We will thus minimizing
(1.8) Jα(Ω) := −J(Ω) + α
2
(
V (Ω)− V0
)2
with an appropriate choice of the penalty parameter α. We mention that one usu-
ally has to increase α → ∞ during the optimization procedure. This will not be
done in our numerical tests, since we were satisfied with the approximation of the
volume constraint. As an alternative to the penalty method, one can also apply the
augmented Lagrangian, see for example [12, 15].
2. Shape representation via level set functions
Although boundary representations via parametrization allow a variation of the
shape, they are usually not able to deal with topological changes of the shape, for
instance merging two components of the shape [7]. This is where level set methods
come into play, which have firstly been introduced by Osher and Sethian in [28]. In
the following, we give a short introduction to the level set method.
2.1. Level set functions. The level set method allows to compute the motion of a
boundary under a velocity field V and also works for multiply-connected domains,
cf. [29]. For the level set method, the boundary is described implicitly, not explicitly.
Thus, the interface is described as an isocontour of the level set function, i.e. φ(x) = a
for some scalar a ∈ R. For simplicity, we will only consider the isocontour φ(x) = 0.
Let  be a square containing the shape Ω such that it is surrounded by a buffer
zone. Then, implicit functions or level set functions φ : → R define a shape Ω by
the rule
(2.1)
φ(x) > 0⇒ x ∈ Ω,
φ(x) = 0⇒ x ∈ Γ,
φ(x) < 0⇒ x ∈ R2 \ Ω.
An important representative of level set functions is the signed distance function,
which we will consider in our particular implementation. Let us first consider a
distance function d(x) defined as
d(x) = min
xI∈Γ
{‖x− xI‖}.
Thus, the evaluation at a point y ∈ R2 yields the point’s distance to the boundary
and yields 0 for points lying on the boundary Γ. The signed distance function φ has
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the property |φ(x)| = d(x) while its sign tells whether a point is inside or outside
the shape in the same convention as in (2.1). Hence, the signed distance function
has the same sign property as level set functions, but also includes the additional
condition of
‖∇φ(x)‖ = 1
almost everywhere. The signed distance function has the advantage that it returns
the distance of a point to the boundary, whereas a general level set function only
tells whether a point is inside or outside the shape.
2.2. Level set equation. For solving the shape optimization problem (1.4), we
need to add dynamics to the level set function. To this end, we consider the simple
convection (or advection) equation
(2.2)
∂φ
∂t
+ 〈V,∇φ〉 = 0,
where t > 0 is the variable in which the level set function evolves [30]. We shall
define a velocity field V in normal direction, meaning that
(2.3) V = νn
with a scalar function ν : → R. Since the relation
(2.4) n =
∇φ
‖∇φ‖ on {φ = 0}
holds for the normal n, we get the level set equation for motion in normal direction
(cf. [30])
(2.5)
∂φ
∂t
+ ν‖∇φ‖ = 0.
2.3. The choice of the velocity field. It is crucial to choose the velocity field νn
suitably in the level set equation (2.5). The goal is to obtain some decrease in the
shape functional under consideration and hopefully convergence to a solution of the
optimization problem [7]. We first define ν on the boundary of the domain by means
of the shape gradient for the quadratic penalty functional Jα(Ω) defined in (1.8):
(2.6) ν = −〈A∇u,∇u〉+ α(V (Ω)− V0) on Γ.
We then need to extend ν into  in order to have a contribution of it on the discrete
mesh in  used for numerical computations [7]. This is done by multiplying ν|Γ with
the expression
(2.7) δ(φ) =

0, φ < −ε,
1
2
+ 1
2
cos
(
piφ
ε
)
, −ε ≤ φ ≤ ε,
0, φ > ε
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leading to a smeared out velocity field νn = δ(φ)ν|Γn. The δ-function is an adaption
of an approximation to the delta distribution which is presented in [30].
2.4. Discretization of the level set function. The discretization of the level set
function φ is performed in a finite difference (FD) framework. The movement of the
free boundary towards the optimal shape is modelled via the transport equation
(2.5) with motion in normal direction using (2.6) as according velocity strength.
The transport equation employs a second order TVD Runge-Kutta scheme as time
discretization and a second order ENO scheme as space discretization, compare
[28, 29]. To this end, we coupled our finite element (FE) method (see the next
section) with the Level Set Method Toolbox library, cf. [23, 24, 25].
In general, the transport of the level set function φ due to (2.5) will destroy its
signed distance property. This property, however, is essential for the stable and
accurate approximation of the optimal shape. There exist numerous variants for the
reinitialization of the level set function; the one we employ in our implementation is
essentially the one of [36]. We shall give a short review of this scheme for the sake
of completeness.
Consider a given function φ?(x), whose zero level set is the actual shape from the
optimization procedure, i.e., a distorted signed distance function. To generate the
appropriate signed distance function with an approximately identical zero level set
as φ?(x), we discretize the following pseudo-transient Hamilton-Jacobi (HJ) problem
(2.8)
∂φ
∂t
+ sign(φ?)(‖∇φ‖ − 1) = 0
and evolve it to steady state with the initial value φ(x, 0) = φ?(x). Note that the
term sign(φ?)‖∇φ‖ can be interpreted as a motion with velocity sign(φ?) along the
normal direction away from the zero level set.
The Hamilton-Jacobi reinitialization (2.8) is discretized using a second order TVD
Runge-Kutta method in time and a second order ENO scheme in space on a FD
mesh. Moreover, we have to smooth the sign step-function so that the CFL condition
will hold. Hence, in accordance with [31], we use the following smoothing scheme
for the sign-function:
sign(φ?) ≈ φ
?√
(φ?)2 + ‖∇φ?‖2(∆x)2 .
Since our numerical approach relies on the signed distance property in the vicinity
of the free surface only, it is sufficient to compute the solution of (2.8) in an ε-
neighbourhood (2.7) of the zero level set. This is also the region, where the largest
deviation from the exact signed distance occurs due to the transport of the level set
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function. The parameter ε must be chosen with respect to the spatial resolution,
i.e., ε ≈ O(∆x). We use in our simulations ε = 6∆x for the FD mesh.
The transport of the level set function with a second order TVD Runge-Kutta
scheme in time basically consists of two Euler steps in which we have to accurately
track the level set function as well as the velocity strength ν. Hence, after the
predictor step, we have to perform the FE-mesh generation and the computation of
νn+
1
2 and further we have to include the reinitialization step after each Runge-Kutta
sub-step. This means, the extended sub-steps of the Runge-Kutta time-stepping
scheme now give
compute FE-mesh using φn
compute νn via FE-solver
predictor: φn+
1
2 = φn +
∆t
2
Ln(φn, νn) on FD-mesh
reinitialize φn+
1
2 via HJ equation on FD-mesh
compute FE-mesh using φn+
1
2
compute νn+
1
2 via FE-solver
corrector: φ? = φn + ∆tLn+
1
2 (φn+
1
2 , νn+
1
2 )on FD-mesh
φn+1 ← reinitialize φ? via HJ-equation on FD-mesh
with Ln and Ln+
1
2 being the second order ENO space operators containing the level
set φ and the velocity strength ν at times n and n+ 1
2
, respectively; ∆t is the time
step.
Since the reinitialization equation and the transport equation are explicitly dis-
cretized, we have to control the time step so that the information is not tracked
further than one grid-cell to preventing numerical instabilities. In case of the reini-
tialization equation, we know that the normal velocities have an absolute value ≤ 1,
i.e., using a CFL number of C = 0.5 is sufficient for providing numerical stability,
thus ∆t = 0.5∆x on the FD mesh. In case of the transport equation, we have to
take care of the velocity profile along the free boundary. Hence, we use an adaptive
time-step control in which a CFL number of C = 0.5 is imposed and, in addition,
the maximum velocity is taken into account which gives
∆t =
1
2
√
2
∆x
‖ν‖∞
to ensure numerical stability for the transport on the FD mesh.
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3. Numerical method to compute the state
For solving the state equation (1.2) and for computing the shape gradient (1.5),
which enters the definition of the velocity field via (2.6), we will use the finite
element method. To that end, we implement a mesh generator based on the idea of
marching cubes, which has firstly been proposed by Lorensen and Cline in [22].
3.1. Marching cubes algorithm. We create a regular grid of quadratic cells of
step size h. By using the sign of the level set method, each vertex is classified as
being inside or outside of the domain. For each edge of the cells which has one
endpoint inside the domain and one endpoint outside of the shape, the point on the
shape’s boundary is determined by applying a bisection algorithm. Connecting all
the boundary points yields a polygonal approximation Γpoly of the boundary Γ of
the zero level set.
For every boundary cell, i.e., cells which have both, inner and outer vertices, one of
the situations seen in Figure 1 applies provided that the cell size h has been chosen
small enough:
• one vertex lies inside and three vertices lie outside the zero level set,
• two vertices lie inside and two vertices lie outside the zero level set,
• three vertices lie inside and one vertex lies outside the zero level set.
Other cases are just rotations of the three cases in the figure.
p2Γ
p1Γ Γ
poly
(a) 1 inner / 3 outer points
p2Γp1Γ
Γpoly
(b) 2 inner / 2 outer points
p2Γ
p1Γ
Γ
poly
(c) 1 outer / 3 inner points
Figure 1. Different cases for boundary cells, where blue vertices indi-
cate inner points and black vertices indicate outer points. The dashed
green lines present the subdivision into triangles.
A triangulation Th = {Tk}k is finally derived as follows. All interior cells are divided
into two triangles. The boundary cells are divided as follows into triangles. In the
first case (Figure 1a), no action is needed, since the inner vertex, indicated in blue,
p1Γ and p
2
Γ already form a triangle. In the second case (Figure 1b), the quadrilateral
formed by the two inner vertices, p1Γ and p
2
Γ is divided into two triangles using the
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shorter one of the two diagonals as a new edge. In the last case (Figure 1c), the
pentagon formed by the three inner vertices, p1Γ and p
2
Γ needs to be divided into
three triangles. To this end, the shortest of the five diagonals of the pentagon is
taken as an edge leading to a triangle and a quadrilateral. The quadrilateral is then
subdivided into two triangles as in the second case. We refer to Figure 2 for an
illustration of the output of the marching cubes algorithm.
-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6
-0.5
-0.4
-0.3
-0.2
-0.1
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
Figure 2. Output of the marching cubes algorithm.
3.2. Improvement of the triangulation. Since triangulations created with the
marching cubes algorithm may look bad, i.e. having short edges compared to the
size h of the cells or acute angles, the triangulation Th should be improved. Note
that only triangles near the boundary need to be modified, as the triangulation is
fine in the interior. We differ the procedures edge flip, edge elimination, and vertex
relocation (see below for a precise description), which are applied in the following
order:
(1) eliminate edges with small residua
(2) flip edges
(3) eliminate edges with small residua
(4) vertex relocation.
In our experiments, this yields fairly good meshes, compare Figure 3, where the
original mesh was the one of Figure 2.
3.2.1. Edge flip. For a given edge in the interior of the domain, we consider the two
associated elements T1 and T2. Together, these two elements form a quadrilateral
and the edge is one of its two diagonals (see Figure 4a). The mesh might improve
if we take the other diagonal in the quadrilateral as the edge, yielding two different
triangles T3 and T4. The edge flip is accepted if the total fitness increases, i.e. if
fit(T1) fit(T2) < fit(T3) fit(T4).
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(a) Eliminate edges
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(b) Eliminate and flip edges
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(c) Eliminate, flip and eliminate edges
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(d) Eliminate, flip, eliminate edges and
relocate vertices
Figure 3. The combination of the different mesh improvements.
The red square indicates where an edge is flipped.
Here, the fitness of a triangle T is defined by
fit(T ) =
4
√
3|T |
a2 + b2 + c2
,
where a, b, and c are the side lengths of the triangle under consideration. An optimal
triangle, which is an equilateral triangle, has fitness 1, all other triangles have a
fitness between 0 and 1.
We mention that the edge flip can only be applied in case of two triangles which form
a strictly convex quadrilateral, otherwise the newly constructed triangles overlap (see
Figure 4b).
3.2.2. Elimination of edges. Edges leading to acute triangles or triangles with short
edges, as shown in Figure 5, can be eliminated in order to improve the triangulation.
An edge at the boundary is eliminated by substituting it by the edge’s midpoint p,
which is then moved onto the boundary again by means of the signed distance
function:
q = p− φ(p) ∇φ(p)‖∇φ(p)‖ .
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T1
T2 edge flip T3
T4
(a) admissible and accepted
edge flip
(b) inadmissible
Figure 4. Edge flip
In case of an interior edge, we do not just replace the edge by its midpoint. We use
a more sophisticated choice for the new vertex, which yields much better results in
general.
p2p1 edge elimination q
Figure 5. Elimination of an edge.
We shall explain the elimination of the edge with endpoints p1 and p2. For all edges,
which connect a vertex either with the vertex p1 or with the vertex p2, we consider
the following least squares problem. We like to find the point q = (qx, qy), which has
minimal distance to all the lines which underly the edges under consideration (see
Figure 5). Thus, in Figure 6, we would like to find q such that the lengths of the
green lines become minimal.
p1 p2
a
b
q
c
d
Figure 6. Illustration of the least squares problem for interior edges.
Let us now formulate the least squares problem by firstly considering the line going
through the vertices a = (ax, ay) and p1 = (px, py). This line is described by the
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equation
(ay − py)x+ (px − ax)y + axpy − pxay = 0.
The signed distance of a point (qx, qy) to this line is
dist =
(ay − py)qx + (px − ax)qy + axpy − pxay√
(ay − py)2 + (px − ax)2
.
Splitting this expression in terms with qx and qy and in terms without qx and qy
leads to the first line of a matrix M and a right hand side b, respectively, of a least
squares problem. Repeating this procedure for all the other vertices leads to the
following overdetermined system Mq = b of linear equations which can be solved
in the mean square sense: ay−py√(ay−py)2+(px−ax)2 px−ax√(ay−py)2+(px−ax)2
...
...
[qx
qy
]
=
 pxay−axpy√(ay−py)2+(px−ax)2
...
 .
To avoid intersections among the new elements or reversion of the orientation of the
vertices in an element, an edge elimination will only be accepted if for all elements,
which have either p1 or p2 as a vertex, this vertex and the new point q lie on the
same side of the supporting line.
In practice, only edges with a small residuum
res = ‖Mq− b‖
are taken into account for a possible elimination. We thus sort the residua by size
and considers only the first N smallest residua for a suitable constant N .
3.2.3. Vertex relocation. For an inner vertex p, we consider all elements Tk which
have p as their vertex (see Figure 7). For each such element, the barycentre is
calculated by
ck =
1
3
(p1 + p2 + p3),
where p1, p2, and p3 denote the element’s vertices. Moreover, the area |Tk| of every
element Tk is computed. Then, the barycentre q of the patch ωp =
⋃
p∈Tk Tk is given
by
q =
∑
p∈Tk
|Tk|
|ωp|ck.
The vertex p gets replaced by q and one continues to the next inner point execut-
ing the same procedure. By moving every point into the barycentre of the patch,
hopefully a fitter trangulation is generated.
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p
ωp
vertex relocation
q
Figure 7. Move a vertex into the barycentre of the patch.
3.3. Finite element discretization. Having the triangulation Th at hand, we can
use the finite element method to solve the state equation (1.2), which is necessary
for computing the velocity field (2.6). To that end, we discretize the variational
formulation
seek u ∈ H10 (Ω) such that
∫
Ω
〈A∇u,∇v〉 dx =
∫
Ω
fv dx for all v ∈ H10 (Ω)
in the finite element space
Vh = {v ∈ C(Ω) : v|T ∈ P1 for all T ∈ Th}
of globally continuous, piecewise linear ansatz functions on the triangulation Th.
Denoting the basis in Vh by {ϕk}k and making the ansatz uh =
∑
k ukϕk, we arrive
at the system of linear equations
Ahuh = fh,
where
Ah =
[∫
Ω
〈A∇ϕ`,∇ϕk〉 dx
]
k,`
, uh = [uk]k, fh =
[∫
Ω
fϕk dx
]
k
.
This system of linear equations can be solved in nearly linear time when using nested
dissection, see e.g. [6, 14, 19, 21] and the references therein.
Recall that for determining the velocity field νn we need to compute
ν|Γ = −〈A∇u,∇u〉+ α
(
V (Ω)− V0
)
at every vertex of the boundary of the finite element mesh. To this end, we compute
∇uh for every element which contains an edge on the boundary. Since every vertex
at the boundary is the endpoint of two adjacent boundary edges, we have thus two
values for 〈A∇uh,∇uh〉 for the same boundary vertex. We then take the mean of
these two values to obtain the value at the boundary point. For example, for the red
boundary point in Figure 8, the two yellow elements are taken into account.
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Γ
Figure 8. The two yellow triangles are considered in the computa-
tion of ν|Γ at the red boundary vertex.
The volume V (Ω), also appearing in the definition of the velocity field, can be
computed by using Gauss’ theorem:∫
Ω
1 dx =
∫
Ω
1
2
div x dx =
∫
Γ
1
2
〈x,n〉 dx.
The boundary integral can easily be evaluated by means of the trapezoidal rule. In
particular, this is cheaper than summing up the area |Tk| of all triangles.
4. Numerical results
In this section, we will investigate the behaviour of our shape optimization algorithm.
We choose the diffusion matrix
A(x, y) =
[
4 + 2.75 sin(10x) −1
−1 2 + sin(3x)
]
and the inhomogeneity
f(x, y) = 2(1− 3x2)(1− 3y2)
as the data of the state equation (1.2). Moreover, we consider the volume constraint
V0 := 0.2. We consider five test cases, using initial shapes with different topology
but always the correct overall area V (Ω) = 0.2, which all lead finally to the same
potato shaped optimum. However, the evolution of the optimization steps towards
this result is substantially different for each test case and gives a clear insight into
the way how the algorithm finds its minimum.
Identical parameters for all test cases are the penalization parameter used for im-
posing the volume constraint which is α = 10 as well as the following level set
parameters. The ε smoothing region for the Dirac functional (2.7) is set to ε = 6∆x
while the number of iterations for the reinitialization (2.8) is set to 12.
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Figure 9. Scalar field of normal velocities (upper line) and level sets
(middle line) and actual shapes after 1 and 40 and 1000 iterations.
4.1. One circle. The first test case concerns a circle with center (0, 0) and radius
r =
√
0.2/pi. The size of the computational domain is [−0.45, 0.45] × [−0.45, 0.45],
which is subdivided into 1592 quadrangular grid-cells for the level set equation. We
use a uniform mesh of the same grid size for the FEM solver away from the boundary
and boundary fitted triangles defined by the zero level set near to the boundary.
Figure 9 shows the magnitude of the normal velocities and the level sets of the signed
distance function as well as the actual shapes after 1 and 20 and 1000 iterations.
Here, the level sets of the signed distance function are in each iteration parallel to
each other which means that the signed distance property is well conserved after
each optimization iteration. In particular, the zero level sets have always a smooth
boundary and, hence, no artificial effects lead to an unrobust boundary evolution
during optimization.
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Figure 10. Maximal velocity and according mass after each iteration
for the “one circle” test case as initial condition.
The left plot of Figure 10 shows the decay of the maximal velocity in each itera-
tion step. When the velocity reaches the order of the discretization error, it does
not decay anymore. Instead, the sign of the velocity alternates around the current
boundary and, hence, the shape does not change fundamentally, which means that
the algorithm found its approximate optimum. The right plot of Figure 10 shows how
the area of the initial circle is conserved during the optimization procedure. Here,
we observe that the initial circle area 0.2 increases up to the value A ≈ 0.2015, then
decays towards the value A ≈ 0.2006, and finally alternates around this value until
the steady state solution, i.e., the optimum shape, is reached.
4.2. Ring with small hole. The second test case concerns an annulus with outer
radius r =
√
0.225/pi and with inner radius r =
√
0.025/pi. The domain of compu-
tation has the size [−0.45, 0.45]× [−0.45, 0.45] and the center of the initial ring is set
to (0, 0). The grid sizes for the level set method and the finite element method are
the same as in the first example. The interesting observation in this test is that the
last line in Figure 11 shows how the hole of the ring starts to move towards the outer
boundary of the ring. While the optimization algorithm tracks the hole, it does also
continuously reduce its area. Finally, before reaching the boundary it completely
disappears and then, as next step, the shape of the uniform area is optimized via
the free boundary velocities leading to the potato shaped optimum known from test
case one.
The second line of Figure 11 shows that the level sets of the signed distance function
are parallel to each other in each iteration, i.e., the signed distance property is well
conserved in each iteration. Again, the zero level sets have a smooth boundary for
each iteration.
Figure 12 shows on the left the maximal velocity in each iteration step. Here, we
observe that the optimization algorithm takes into account a rising velocity for
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the free boundary as long as the ring-hole is shrinking. From the point in time
where the hole of the ring disappears, the velocity rapidly decreases and finally
stays on the order of the mesh size when the optimal shape is found. Note that
the algorithm predicts a rapid reduction of the boundary velocity when the hole of
the ring disappears. Hence, it works into that direction by moving the hole towards
the outer boundary of the ring as well as by reducing its area. According to the
right plot of Figure 12, the initial area of A = 0.2 increases simultaneously with the
growing velocity up to the value of A ≈ 0.204 and then finds its steady state.
4.3. Ring with big hole. Having the impression of the second test case in mind
where the algorithm predicts a rapid reduction of the boundary velocity when work-
ing into the direction of moving the hole towards the outer boundary of the ring
as well as of reducing its area, we are curious to see the behaviour of a ring con-
taining a hole with twice as big radius. Hence, we shall modify the previous test
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Figure 11. Scalar field of normal velocities (upper line) and level sets
(middle line) and actual shapes after 1 and 95 and 1000 iterations.
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Figure 12. Maximal velocity and according mass after each iteration
for the “ring with small hole” test case as initial condition.
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Figure 13. Scalar field of normal velocities (upper line) and level sets
(middle line) and actual shapes after 1 and 125 and 1000 iterations.
case by increasing the hole in the ring domain: we choose a ring with outer radius
r =
√
0.25/pi and with inner radius r =
√
0.05/pi. All the other settings are the
same as before.
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Figure 14. Maximal velocity and according mass after each iteration
for the “ring with big hole” test case as initial condition.
The last line of Figure 13 shows the evolution of the optimization algorithm for
this case. Again, we clearly observe that the hole starts to move towards the outer
boundary of the ring. But now, during the course of the iteration, the area of the
hole does not completely disappear. Instead, it reaches the outer boundary of the
ring and hence undergoes a topological change, so that finally we get one bulk of
surface area without holes. As next step, the shape of the uniform area converges
towards the potato shaped optimum known from the test cases before where the
boundary velocities appear to be minimal.
Figure 14 shows on the left that the optimization process for the ring with a big
hole as initial condition takes a limited rising free boundary velocity into account
with the aim to finally find an optimal shape, leading to minimal velocities for the
steady state. In Figure 14 on the right we see the evolution of the area during
the optimization process. Again, the initial area increases simultaneously with the
velocity for the first 300 iterations, in which the velocity is strong enough, too. The
area grows up to the value of A ≈ 0.204 where it becomes stationary.
4.4. Two circles in short distance. Knowing the behaviour of the optimization
algorithm for the two rings, we came up with the question how the optimization
algorithm will behave for two neighbouring circles as initial condition. The circles
are of the same radius r =
√
0.1/pi and their centers have a short distance of d = 0.44
to each other, so that the overall area of both circles is A = 0.2 as in the test cases
before. The dimension of the computational domain is [−0.6, 0.6]× [−0.45, 0.45] and
the according grid resolution is 212× 159 quadrangular grid-cells.
The first column of Figure 16 shows the according scalar values for the normal
velocities and the second column shows the evolution towards the optimal shape
for the two circles in short distance to each other. We see that both circles start
to move towards each other while one circle is growing and the other is shrinking.
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However, the shrinking circle will not disappear completely before it merges with
its neighbour and becomes a uniform bulk quantity again. Then, the shape of the
uniform area starts to deform towards the optimal shape.
The maximal velocity in each iteration is found in Figure 15 on the left. We observe
that the optimization algorithm starts with a soft monotone decay in where the
circles approach each other. But when the circles start to merge, the maximal free
boundary velocity suddenly rises by a factor of 4.5 and then slowly decays and
finally converges towards zero up to the order of the discretization error. As in
the cases before, we observe on the right of Figure 15 that the initial area A =
0.2 increases simultaneously with the velocity for the first 300 iterations and then
stagnates around A ≈ 0.204 since the optimal shape is reached.
4.5. Two circles in long distance. The final test case concerns the two circles of
radius r =
√
0.1/pi but now with a longer distance of d = 0.6 between their centers.
All the other settings like the computational domain and its grid resolution are the
same as in the previous test case.
We observe in this last numerical test that both circles start to approach each other.
However, during the course of the iteration, the left circle is growing in area while the
right one is shrinking, see Figure 17. Because of the longer initial distance between
the circles compared to the test case before, this leads into a unification process
without merging of the circles, i.e., the right circle loses area until it completely
vanishes while the left one doubles its area instead. Thereafter, the free boundary
velocity starts to deform the unified area into the well known optimal potato shape.
This behaviour is also found in the left plot of Figure 18, which is somehow looking
like the mirrored maximal free boundary velocities in the left plot of Figure 15.
After a decrease of the maximal velocity during the first 100 iterations, instead of
suddenly jumping to a maximum value, the maximal velocity starts to continuously
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Figure 15. Maximal velocity and according mass after each iteration
for the “two circles in short distance” test case as initial condition.
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Figure 16. Scalar field of normal velocities (left) and actual shapes
(right) after 1 and 200 and 1000 iterations.
grow as long as the right circle is shrinking. From the point on in which the area of
the right circle completely vanishes, also the maximal boundary velocity suddenly
decreases by a factor of three and keeps on deforming the single bulk area towards
the optimal potato shape.
Opposite to the cases before, we observe in the right plot of Figure 18 that the
initial area A = 0.2 initially slightly decreases as long as the velocity decreases.
Then after 200 iterations the velocity increases simultaneously with the area. The
area grows up to the value of A ≈ 0.2005 and then finds its steady state in which
the final optimal shape is approximately reached. Indeed, also for this test case, we
get the same potato shaped optimum as in the test cases before. This leads us to the
conclusion that this shape is a very robust solution, at least under several different
initial conditions.
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Figure 17. Scalar field of normal velocities (left) and actual shapes
(right) after 1 and 190 and 300 and 1000 iterations.
5. Concluding remarks
In the present article, we solved a free boundary problem for an elliptic partial differ-
ential operator with non-constant coefficients. The sought domain is represented by
a level set function, which is discretized by a second-order scheme for the Hamilton-
Jacobi reinitialization as well as for the transport equation. We applied a marching
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Figure 18. Maximal velocity and according mass after each iteration
for the “two circles in long distance” test case as initial condition.
cubes algorithm to construct suitable triangulations for the finite element method.
We demonstrated by numerical experiments that we succeeded in developing an effi-
cient algorithm for the numerical solution of advanced shape optimization problems.
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